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X: The Challenge
The market is expanding. And that market has been known to get a little 
volatile. You have trade partners around the world and you need to be 
ready to meet those partners where they are and in their currency. The 
daily fluctuations of currency exchange rates is a challenge that impacts the 
whole business from operations to finance teams. Whether you are a small 
business just expanding into international trade or a large enterprise with 
trade partners on every continent you need a solution that ensures you’re 
always working with current, accurate exchange rates. Keeping up with 
even just two currencies can be a chore and making that data available to 
your SyteLine (CloudSuite Industrial) environment takes precious time and 
attention to detail.

Solving for X = RateX powered by SolutionsX
SolutionsX has been there with you in the trenches and we’ve developed a solution that gives you that precious time back and 
ensures accuracy with each and every update. RateX leverages the best aspects of the modern web and cloud-based applications by 
establishing an always-on connection to public exchange rate data. With support for over 200 world currencies including USD, EUR, 
JPY, and GBP to modern cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin or Ethereum and even Gold or Silver, RateX can address all of your exchange 
rate needs.

RateX Works for YOU on YOUR Terms
Infor OS (Operating Service) provides the technology needed to seamlessly integrate and 

automate connections between your SyteLine ERP and the exchange rate API gateway 
giving you the freedom to schedule updates tailored to your unique business requirements. 

Need daily updates for Euros and weekly updates for Japanese Yen? No problem. Need to 
incorporate a new currency with zero advance warning? Add a new currency in just 5 minutes.

Key Features
• Any Currency Full support for over 

200 world currencies including crypto.
• Automatic Updates Monthly, weekly, 

daily, or even more frequent updates 
to meet your business needs.

• Configurable Update only the 
currencies you choose at the times 
you choose.

Technical Features
• Infor OS Native Administration 

All configuration and management 
of RateX is part of the native Infor 
OS interface. No extra interfaces or 
passwords to manage.

• Exchange Rate API Fully scalable from 
a single request per month to hundreds 
of requests every second. (Account 
required. Multiple tiers available.)

• Deployment Options Deploy to your 
MT Cloud, Gov Cloud, Hosted, Hybrid, 
or On-premises (requires Infor OS) 
environment.
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